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Abstract
In molecular biology, recombinant Deoxyribonucleic acid technology has
ignited an increase in the interest of new researches. Moreover, the
splicing system has generated enthusiasm in developing computational
models collaborating with formal language theory. Formal language
theory tends to be a natural structure for formalising and investigating DNA
computing models from this viewpoint. The work of several researchers who
added control structures to the splicing formalism, thus creating universal
computation systems, has provided additional inspiration for the study of
splicing systems. A splicing system is a conventional model of a set of
dsDNA that undergoes the cutting and pasting process with the presence
of restriction enzyme and ligase. Previously, an introduction of the n-th
order limit language is presented and discussed. The properties and the
characteristics of the n-th order limit language are developed and also
explained by using examples and sort into a few cases. However, the
regulation of the existence of the n-th order limit language is left
unintended. In this paper, the factors that restrict the formation of the n-th
order limit language are discussed. Several restrictions applied are the
length of the rules are not equal and same rules applies on several crossing
sites of the initial strings. In addition, some examples are given to show the
restriction of the formation of n-order limit language.
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Abstrak
Dalam bidang biologi molekul, teknologi asid deoksiribonukleik
rekombinan telah membangkitkan satu peningkatan minat terhadap
penyelidikan baharu. Di samping itu, sistem hiris-cantum telah
mencetuskan fenomena dalam pembangunan model pengkomputeran
dengan menghubungkaitkan teori bahasa formal. Dari sudut pandangan
ini, teori bahasa formal merupakan satu struktur semulajadi untuk
pemformalan dan penyelidikan model komputasi DNA. Dengan usaha
daripada beberapa penyelidik yang telah menambah struktur-struktur
kawalan pada formalisme hiris-cantum, sistem-sistem komputasi yang lebih
umum telah dapat dihasilkan. Hal ini telah berjaya memberikan inspirasi
kepada penyelidikan sistem hiris-cantum. Sistem hiris-cantum adalah satu
model konvensional kepada satu set dsDNA yang melalui proses potong
dan tampal dengan kehadiran enzim pembatas dan ligase. Pengenalan
tentang bahasa batas berperingkat ke-n ada dibentangkan dan
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dibincangkan sebelum ini. Sifat-sifat dan ciri-ciri bahasa batas
berperingkat ke-n telah dibangunkan dan dihuraikan dengan
menggunakan beberapa contoh dan telah dikategorikan kepada
beberapa kes. Walau bagaimanapun, peraturan mengenai kewujudan
bahasa batas berperingkat ke-n telah diabaikan secara tidak sengaja.
Kertas kerja penyelidikan ini ada membincangkan faktor-faktor yang
menghalang pembentukan bahasa batas berperingkat ke-n. Faktor-faktor
itu adalah penggunaan peraturan yang tidak sama panjang dan
penggunaan peraturan yang sama terhadap beberapa lintasan dalam
jujukan awal. Selain itu, beberapa contoh juga diberikan untuk
menunjukkan had dalam pembentukan bahasa batas berperingkat ke-n.
Kata kunci: DNA, teori bahasa formal, sistem hiris-cantum, bahasa hiriscantum, bahasa batas berperingkat ke-n
© 2022 Penerbit UTM Press. All rights reserved

1.0 INTRODUCTION
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a molecule made up
of double polynucleotide chains that coil together to
form a double helix that contains coded information
for the formation, operating, reproduction, and
breeding of all organisms [1]. DNA is made up of
nucleotides [2]. Covalent bonds are used to link
nucleotides together in a chain. The structure of DNA
is illustrated Figure 1.

Figure 1 The Structure of DNA [1]

The Head splicing system rapidly grows and is
significant to various fields such as information
macromolecules and formal language theory [3].
The Head splicing system is also known as the
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) splicing system [4].
Splicing system is the process of cut and paste
double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) with the presentation
of restriction enzymes is called the splicing system [6].
The DNA molecules from the splicing system operate
as strings in formal language theory [5]. Several types
of splicing systems have been introduced, such as in
1996, Paun and Pixton have introduced the splicing
system, the Paun splicing system [7] and Pixton
splicing system [8], respectively. A few years later,
Goode and Pixton also introduce the Goode-Pixton
(G-P) splicing system [9]. Furthermore, Yusof-Goode
(Y-G) splicing systems [10] were also introduced by

Yusof in 2012. The concept for proposing this model is
based on the properties of the restriction enzyme
itself and the transparent behaviour of the actual
process of DNA replication [11]. Formal language
theory is used to examine the splicing system in which
the resulting molecules from the splicing process
develop a language known as splicing language [9].
There are several types of splicing language such
as two stages [12], limit [9], transient[13], simple [14],
first-order limit [9], second-order limit [15], n-th order
limit language [16], fuzzy [17] and crips language [17]
which different splicing models can generate. This
study focuses on the limit language, first proposed by
Goode [9] after examining the behaviour of DNA
molecules in the last stage. The wet splicing method,
which is a laboratory method for splicing DNAs, was
then carried out. The DNA molecules were inspected
and studied once the process was completed or
reached a limit known as limit language.
Furthermore, this language is utilised to create the nth order limit language.
Previously, n-th order limit language has been
introduced by Goode in [9]. According to Goode's
definition, the order of the limit language is
established by comparing the language generated.
The number of rules involved in the splicing system
defines the n-th order limit language, according to
the revised definition [16]. Given that the rules must
be of the same length, it guarantees that the string
combination matches the pattern shown in the main
result. Thus, the n-th order limit language is proposed
by the number of rules that arise from the string
combination created.
The following section provides the basic definitions
used in this paper.

2.0 PRELIMINARIES
The concepts related to splicing languages are
described in this section. The Head splicing system is
given in the formal definition too.
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Definition 1: Alphabets, A [18]
An alphabet A is a finite non-empty set of symbols.

strings of the splicing system S consist of cxd, where
c and d are the left and right contexts, respectively

Definition 2: Strings [18]
A string is a finite sequence of symbols from the
alphabet, A .
Definition 3: Language, L [18]
Language is a set of strings are chosen from A*,
where A is a particular alphabet.
Definition 4: Palindrome [10]
If the sequence from the left to the right side of the
upper single strand equals the sequence from the
right to the left side of the lower single strand, the
string I of dsDNA is said to be a palindrome.
Definition 5: Head Splicing System 4 [3]
A splicing system S = ( A, I, B, C) consists comprises four
different sets of elements A, I, B and C, elaborated
as follows:
A is a set of alphabet,
I is a set of initial string,
B is a set of rules, representing a 5 ' -overhang or blunt
end,
C is a set of rules, representing a 3 ' -overhang.
Next, the definition of limit, second-order limit
language and n-th order limit language is presented.
Definition 6: Limit Language [9]
Limit language is referred to first-order limit language
and described as a splicing language that results
from the remaining molecules after the splicing
system has reached its equilibrium state or is
completed.
Definition 7: Second Order Limit Language [19]
A splicing language is called a second-order limit
language if the set of string produced in second
order limit words is different from the set of strings of
the splicing language. In other words, L2(S)  L(S) =  ,
L2(S)  L1(S) =  , and L2(S)  L(S).
The derivation of the n-th order limit language is
obtained from the idea of the second-order limit
language and n-th order limit language from Goode
[9]. The following is the definition of n-th order limit
language.
Definition 8: n-th order Limit Language [9]
Let Ln−1 be the set of second-order limit words of L,
the set Ln of n-order limit words of L to be the set of
the first-order limit of Ln−1. We obtain Ln from Ln−1 by
deleting the words that are transient in Ln−1.
Then, the original definition is improvised as follows.

S.

We then define

Ln(S)

such that

denoted by Ln(S), if the set of string produce in Ln(S)
is

different

from

the

L1 ( S) , L2 ( S) ,

, Ln ( S)

L1(S)  L2(S) 

 Ln(S). [16]

such

set
that

of
n
n=1

strings

Ln ( S ) = 

of
and

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, two lemmas and a theorem are given
on the non-existence of n-th order limit language in
the Head splicing system. The Head splicing system is
used throughout the research because it is the
pioneer splicing system and, in this research, the
focus is on the number of rules. The examples are
restricted to a set of initial strings but can be applied
to m number of initial strings. In addition, the length of
set of rules used in the splicing system are set to be
different. Meanwhile, Lemma 2 focused on the same
rules apply on several crossing sites of the initial
strings.
Based on the revised definition of n-th order limit
language, the following theorem and lemma are
used throughout this paper.
Theorem [20]
If a splicing system contains m number of initial
strings, and n number of rules then the splicing system
generates n-th order limit language.
Lemma [20]
Every n-th order limit language produces ( 2n − 2)
different combination of strings.
An example is given to enhance the
understanding of the above theorem and lemma
which focuses on the second order limit language.
Example
Let S be Head splicing system containing an initial
string
and
two
rules
S = a, c, g, t ,wxzzwxxy  , ( w, xz, z ) , ( w, xx, y ) ,  ,
where w and z as well as x and y are
complements of each other and  ,  , w, x, y, z  A * .
The initial string is given as follows:

(



 )

5'−  w$ xzzw$ xxy − 3'

Let L(S) be the splicing language of the splicing
system

and x is the crossing site. The n-th order limit
language is defined by the number of rules that act
on each crossing site, x in which the set of rules is
different from each other. Note that the rules must
have the same length of crossing sites. A splicing
language is called n-th order limit language,

n

represents the order of the limit language. Initial

3'−  ' zyw# wzyy# x '− 5'
The splicing language produced after the splicing
process is given as follows
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  wxxy ,  wwyz ',  ' xxxy , 


L ( S ) =   wyyzwwyz  ',  wxzzwxxy ,
  wxzzwyyzwwyz ',



where  ',  '  A * .
Since the number of rules determines the order, the
second-order limit language of the splicing system is
given as follows:
  w ( xzzw  yyzw ) * xxy , 


L2 ( S ) =   w ( xzzw  yyzw ) * wyz  ',


 ' x ( xzzw  yyzw ) xxy


where the symbol ( * ) and ( ) in regular expression
denotes that the string can occur recursively as well
as either string xzzw and yyzw can alternately
occur, respectively. The combination of the string of
the language for the above splicing language are
xzzw and yyzw. So from here, if two rules are used in
the splicing system, then n = 2 gives 2n − 2 = 2. Thus,
two string combinations of the language is
produced.
In this paper, the Lemmas are given to support the
proof of a theorem on the non-existence of the n-th
order limit language. Then, two lemmas of nonexisting of the n-th order limit language are
presented.
Lemma 1
Let S = ( A, I, B, C) be the Head splicing system
consisting of m number of initial strings and n number
of rules consisting of different lengths of rules. If no
2n − 2 combination of the strings is produced, then
no n-th order limit language exists.
Proof
In this lemma, the proving technique is direct proof
by showing P  Q. Let P be no the combination of
the strings and Q be no n-th order limit language
exist. So, in this proving method we show that P then
conclude that Q. There are three cases presented
below.
Case 1: An initial string and two rules
Let
S = (p, q, r , s , ppqrqqqrs  ,p, pq, rqq, q, rs ,  )
be the Head splicing system where p and s, as well
as q and r , are the complements of each other,
where  ,  , p, q, r , s  A *. An initial string and two rules
are used in this splicing system. The initial string is
given as follows:

5'−  p$ pqrqq$ qrs − 3'
3'−  ssr# qrrr# qp − 5'
The splicing language produced after the splicing
process is as follows:





L ( S ) =  p ( pqrqq) * qrs .

Here, there are two rules used in this splicing
system. Based on what we have discussed in the
lemma [20], if n = 2, then 2 ( 2) − 2 = 2. Thus, there
should be two combinations of the string of the
language that will be produced. However, in the
above splicing language, there is only one
combination of strings produced, which is ( pqrqq) .
The length of the rules act on the string is not equal.
Then, there is no existence of second-order limit
language even two rules are used.
Case 2: An initial string and three rules
 p, q, r , s , ppqrqqqrs  ,

 be the
S=
Let
 p, pq, rqq, q, rspp, qq, pp ,  


Head splicing system p and s, as well as q and r ,
are the complements of each other, and
 ,  , p, q, r , s  A *. An initial string and three rules are
used in this splicing system. The initial string is given as
follows.

5'−  p$ pqrqq$ qrspp$ qpqpp − 3 '
3 '−  ssr# qrrr# qpssrsr# pp − 5'
The splicing language produced after the splicing
process is as follows:





L ( S ) =  p ( pqrqqqrspp) * qpqpp .

Here, there are three rules used in this splicing system.
Based on what we have discussed in the lemma [20],
if n = 3, then 2 ( 3) − 2 = 4. There should be four string
combinations of the language that will be produced.
However, in the above splicing language, there is
only one combination of strings produced, which is
( pqrqqqrspp) . The length of the rules act on the
string is not equal. Hence, there is no existence of
third-order limit language even three rules are used.
Case 3: An initial string and four rules
Let
 p, q, r , s , ppqrqqqrsppqqpppppqppp  , 

S=
 p, pq, rqq, q, rspp, qq, ppppp, q, ppp ,  


be the Head splicing system p and s, as well as q
and r , are the complements of each other, and
 ,  , p, q, r , s  A *. An initial string and three rules are
used in this splicing system. The initial string is given as
follows.
5 '−  p pqrqq qrspp qqppppp qppp − 3 '
$

$

$

$

3'−  ' ssr# qrrr# qpssrr# sssssr# sss '− 5'
The splicing language produced after the splicing
process is as follows:
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L ( S ) =  p ( pqrqqqrsppqqppppp) * qpqpp .

Here, there are three rules used in this splicing
system. Based on what we have discussed in the
lemma [20], if n = 4, then 2 ( 4) − 2 = 6. There should
be six string combinations of the language that will
be produced. However, in the above splicing
language, there is only one combination of strings
produced, which is ( pqrqqqrsppqqppppp) . The length
of the rules act on the string is not equal. Hence,
there is no existence of fourth-order limit language
even four rules are used. The summarisation of the
cases in Lemma 1 is given in the Table 1.
Table 1 Summarisation of Cases in Lemma 1
Number of
Combination of
the strings,

The existence
of n-th Order
Limit
Language

Cases

Number of
Rules, n

1

2

1

No

2

3

1

No

3

4

1

No

2n − 2

By using the finding for the above cases, the same
findings are predicted until n number of rules when
the rules involve in the splicing system have different
length. The reason being, it has shown only a
combination of string is found in each strings of the
language which contradicted with the corallary
above. Based on Table 1, the we can see that there
are no 2n − 2 combination of the strings produces for
all cases, then there is no existence of n-th order limit
language. So, P  Q.
■
We then proceed to Lemma 2.
Lemma 2
Let S = ( A, I, B, C) be the Head splicing system with m
number of initial strings in a set of initial strings, I and a
rule in a set of rules, B. I contains many crossing sites
such that the crossing site is palindrome. If no
2n − 2 combination of the strings is produced, then no
n-th order limit language exists.
Proof
In this lemma, the same approach is used which is
show that P  Q. Let P be no combination of the
strings and Q be no n-th order limit language exist.
So, in this proving method we show that P then
conclude that Q. There are three cases presented
below.
Case 1: An initial string with two crossing sites
Let S = (p, q, r , s , ppssppss  ,p, ps, s ,  ) be the
Head splicing system where p and s, as well as q
and r , are the complements of each other and

 ,  , p, q, r , s  A *. The initial string that contains two
crossing sites is given as follows:
5'−  p$ pssp$ pss − 3'
3'−  ' ssp# pssp# p '  − 5'
The splicing language produced after the splicing
process is as follows:



L ( S ) =  p ( pssp) * pss ',  ' p ( pssp) * pss



where  ',  '  A *.
Here, the splicing language only has a
combination of the string of the language. There is no
existence of the n-th order limit language since
splicing among the strings of the generated splicing
language will regenerate the same splicing
language. Here, there is only one combination of the
string of the language, which is ( pssp) .
Case 2: An initial string with three crossing sites
Let S = (p, q, r , s , ppssppssppss  ,p, ps, s ,  ) be
the Head splicing system where p and s, as well as
q and r , are the complements of each other and
 ,  , p, q, r , s  A *. The initial string that contains three
crossing sites is given as follows.

5'−  p$ pssp$ pssp$ pss − 3 '
3 '−  ' ssp# pssp# pssp# p '  − 5'
The splicing language produced after the splicing
process is as follows:
L ( S ) =  p ( pssp) * pss ',  ' p ( pssp) * pss  ,
where  ',  '  A *.
Similar to the above case, the splicing language
shows only one combination of the string of the
language. No presence of the n-th order limit
language is generated since splicing among the
strings of the generated splicing language will
regenerate the same splicing language. Thus, there is
only one combination of the string of the language,
which is ( pssp) .
From what we can see in Case 1 and Case 2
above, the splicing language produced for both
splicing
systems
is
L ( S ) =  p ( pssp) * pss ',  ' p ( pssp) * pss . The cases
in Lemma 2 are summarised in the Table 2.
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produced. Therefore, there is no n-th order limit
language produce.
■

Table 2 Summarisation of Cases in Lemma 1

Number of
Combinati
on of the
strings,

The
existence
of n-th
Order
Limit
Languag
e

Number
of
Rules, n

Number of
Crossing
Site

1

1

2

1

No

2

1

3

1

No

Cas
es

2n − 2

Based on the Table 2, we prove that the number
of combination of the string produced from the
splicing system for both cases 1 and 2, then no n-th
order limit language is generated. Since the same
rule is applied and the crossing sites is a palindrome
in the splicing system, there is no n-th order limit
language is generated since splicing among the
strings of the generated splicing language will
regenerate the same splicing language.
In conclusion, only an initial string is used since in
[16] stated that m number of initial string will only
affect the pattern of the string in the language not
the formation of the n-th order limit language. The
same findings are predicted for more than three
crossing sites in the set of initial strings.
■
The following theorem is derived by using Lemma
1 and Lemma 2.
Theorem 1
Let S = ( A, I, B, C) be the Head splicing system
consisting of m number of initial strings and n number
of rules. If the m number of initial strings has several
crossing sites where the crossing sites are palindrome
and the set of the rules has different lengths, there is
no existence n-th order limit language.
Proof
Lemma 1 consists of m number of initial strings and n
number of rules with different lengths of rules. Based
on Case 1 and Case 2, we can see that there is no
existence of second and third-order limit languages
even though two and three rules are used in the
splicing system, respectively. Basically, there is no
existence of the n-th order limit language if the rules
in the splicing system are of different lengths.
Lemma 2 consists of m number of initial strings in a
set of initial strings with many crossing sites such that
the crossing site is palindrome. Only a combination of
the string is observed in the set of the string produced
and there is no existence of the n-th order limit
language if the same rules are applied over the
splicing system with more crossing sites in the set of
initial strings .
So, if the splicing system consist of m number of
initial strings has several crossing sites where the
crossing sites are palindrome with the rules act on the
initial string are of different length, there is only a
combination of the string of the language is

4.0 CONCLUSION
In this paper, two lemmas and a theorem have been
introduced and discussed. Both lemmas are proven
by direct proof method. For Lemma 1, we considered
m number of initial strings and n number of rules
consisting of different lengths of rules. For Case 1, 2
and 3, an initial string with two rules, an initial string
with three rules and an initial string with four rules are
used in the splicing systems, respectively. Still, there is
no existence of second-order third-order and fourthorder limit language since the rule used in the splicing
system are not of the same length and there is only a
combination of the string of the language. For
Lemma 2, m number of initial strings in a set of initial
strings contains many crossing sites such that the
crossing site is palindrome and a rule in a set of rules.
Case 1 and Case 2 used an initial string that contains
two and three crossing sites, respectively. The same
splicing language is produced after the splicing
process occurs. So, no n-th order limit language is
formed because splicing among the strings of the
produced splicing language regenerates the same
splicing language. Based on the lemmas given
above, a theorem on the non-existence of the n-th
order limit language was given and discussed.
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